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1.

1 Background:

1.1 The Carnegie UK Trust is a charitable foundation, based in Dunfermline in Scotland and operating 
across the whole of the UK and Ireland. We were set up in 1913 by the Scottish-American 
philanthropist Andrew Carnegie with the remit of improving the wellbeing of the people of UK and 
Ireland.

1.2 Since 2014 we have been delivering a programme of work aimed at improving access to affordable 
sources of credit for those most in need. While our work has primarily focused on Scotland, we 
believe our research findings and practical initiatives have applicability and relevance across the UK.

1.3 We believe that access to small sum credit, when appropriate, is a vital tool for all households, 
regardless of their position in the UK’s income deciles, to help manage temporary shortfalls income 
or unexpected expenditure.

1.4 Credit is not a substitute for better wages and employment conditions, or improved benefits or 
social welfare support systems. We recognise the significant macro-economic challenges facing low 
income households, who disproportionately pay more for a range goods and services than people 
with higher incomes. 

1.5 Poor and / or thin credit files, limited use of other financial products, the tenure choices people have, 
insecurity of income, lack of savings and a myriad of other factors that impact on the lowest income 
households result in those households being excluded from many mainstream credit options and 
being reliant on more expensive, non-standard ones.

1.6 However, as CP18/42 affirms, for many vulnerable households there are behaviours and practices 
within standard or mainstream providers of overdrafts which also exploit consumers need for small 
sum credit. Many of the characteristics of vulnerable consumers, affected most by the poverty 
premium, are identified in the FCA CP18/42 report as unarranged overdraft borrowers.
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2.0 The basis for our submission:

2.1       The Carnegie UK Trust currently:

 • Support a national Scotland Action Group, chaired by the Very Rev. Dr John Chalmers, former 
Moderator of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, to provide strategic leadership 
and challenge on boosting the supply of affordable credit services. The recently refreshed group 
includes senior representatives from Royal Bank of Scotland, Virgin Money, Scottish Government, 
Young Scot, Poverty Alliance, Money Advice Service, Money Advice Scotland, Glasgow Caledonian 
University, and Step Change Debt Charity.

 • Engage an Associate to maintain an overview of developments and activities in the credit 
markets to help inform our work. Our Associate provides expert, technical advice to help 
affordable credit providers to extend their reach; and supports local areas build up their 
affordable credit offering. We are currently engaged in discussions across several local authorities 
in Scotland and help in affordable credit developments UK wide. 

 • Deliver a research programme which covers:

  * research on young people’s view of credit, 

  * research on where former payday users now seek their credit, 

  * detailed insight into the use of credit and financial resilience, including 

  * an assessment on who uses Scotland’s credit unions, 

  * ongoing research into how to achieve a scaling up of the UK’s not for profit CDFI secto

 • Have established a mission driven Affordable Credit Fund (ACLF) managed by Social 
Investment Scotland (SIS) offering loan capital to social lenders on flexible loan term and at a 
price point that makes it much more affordable for social lenders to access capital. The ACLF 
primary objective is to offer support for the expansion of the not-for-profit lending sector. 
Carnegie seeded the fund with a £1m mission driven investment from our endowment, and 
within three months of establishing the fund, it has benefited from further injections of loan 
capital from the Scottish Government (£1m) and Joseph Rowntree Foundation (£0.5m). The 
Fund’s first loan for £500,000 was issued to online not-for-profit, white goods lender, Fair for You, 
in October 2018. 

 • Are informed by the Gateway to Affordable Credit report, which Carnegie published in 
February 2016 and led directly to the establishment of the national Action Group, engagement 
of the Carnegie Associate and implementation of the Loan Fund. This report was a shared output 
from a cross-sectoral working group of over 20 organisations in the public, private and voluntary 
sector – including national and local government, financial service providers, affordable credit 
lenders, major funders, debt charities, academic experts, policy institutions and the commercial 
non-mainstream credit sector.
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2.2 The report called for: “A step-change in how public policy addresses access to credit”. It has been 
widely cited in the Scottish Government Fairer Scotland Action Plan (where we pledge to increase 
affordable credit provision) and in many other publications. The ‘outcome statement’ set out in 
The Gateway to Affordable Credit report is the basis for this response and informs our response to 
the FCA questions. It reads: “All citizens, wherever they live, should have access to excellent forms of 
community lending which helps them to reduce the cost of borrowing and supports their financial 
inclusion, promotes fairness and reduces inequality”.

3.0 Recapping our position:

3.1 We stated in our responses to previous consultations CP 18/12, CP 18/13, and CP 18/35 and restate it 
here: 

 “FCA remedial action on firms’ behaviours that cause consumer detriment will result in further 
declines in lending to low income consumers. This will bring significant benefits for customers, 
but without alternatives in place there is a risk that there could also be unintended, negative 
consequences.”

 “Developing alternative, affordable, ethical finance whilst restricting the worst excesses of commercial 
lenders is very important. We believe that both actions are desirable; the pressing down on one area 
needs to be concomitant by the support of an alternative (affordable, ethical, mid cost credit).”

3.2 We believe that credit issued appropriately and responsibly, can improve a borrower’s quality of life. 
Most people make use of credit, on occasion, as a normal part of their lives. Low income households 
also need access, occasionally, to small sums of money, to meet expenditure – to pay for a school 
trip, if the washing machine breaks down, or to pay for an unexpected bill or an emergency. 
Supporting affordable credit isn’t a binary choice, it doesn’t mean that wages and benefits ought 
not to be better, or fair employment contracts should not be standard. The Carnegie UK Trust 
believes that access to affordable credit should be a key element of any anti-poverty strategy.

4.0 Our response to the FCA consultation: 

4.1 We welcome the FCA’s High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy 
statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) CP18/42. It identifies the harm that occurs, particularly to lowest 
income and vulnerable households, as a result of arranged, but more particularly, unarranged 
overdraft use.

4.2 We agree with the opening line in the Executive Summary “Fundamental change is needed 
in the overdraft market”. We support the proposed remedies and hope that they work to ensure 
the desired change for lowest income consumers.  

4.3 We urge the FCA to closely monitor firms’ actions to ensure that they deliver as quickly as 
possible and do not deviate from the spirit of the reforms. If there is evidence of unwarranted 
price-hiking or other attempts to slow the pace of change required, then the FCA – in that event – 
should intervene more forcefully.   
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4.4 The examples of consumer detriment in PC18/42 appear comparable in the harm caused to 
low income, vulnerable consumers to the HCSTC markets. This is evident throughout the report 
and annexes. For example, the report states:

 • In 2016, more than 50% of firms’ unarranged overdraft fees came from just 1.5% of customers1

 • People living in deprived areas are more likely to incur these fees and, in some cases, unarranged 
overdraft fees can be more than 10 times as high as fees for payday loans.2

 • Unarranged overdraft charges are causing harm to more vulnerable customers. People living in 
deprived areas are more likely to pay unarranged overdraft charges and refused payment fees 
than others, and they pay around twice as much in fees and charges as those in less deprived 
areas.3

 • Charges are highly concentrated. Only 14% of consumers incurred unarranged overdraft charges 
and 50% of total overdraft fee revenue came from 1.5% of customers. Some consumers pay 
over 20% a day.4

 • Consumers in more deprived areas are 70% more likely to use an unarranged overdraft and pay 
these higher charges, than other consumers. These consumers tend to have lower incomes. They 
tend to be from Black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME) communities, and are more likely to be 
vulnerable due to poor health or a disability.5

 • vulnerable consumers – defined here as people living in deprived areas and hard-pressed 
communities, who have low incomes, are paying more in unarranged overdraft charges and 
even more in refused payment fees than the general population.6

 • We have established a strong, positive correlation between vulnerability of consumers and 
unarranged overdraft charges. Consumers who live in more deprived areas pay more in 
unarranged overdraft charges, and even more so for refused payment fees.7 

 • Around 14% of customers used an overdraft every month in 2016. This group borrowed 81% of 
all overdraft lending and paid 69% of all arranged, unarranged, and refused payment fees.8

4.5 The reported yields of £2.50 per £1.00 generated from unarranged overdrafts are 
unacceptable. It is very difficult to understand how there can be a justifiable cost basis to charge 
these harmful prices to vulnerable customers. 

1  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 1.1

2 FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018)  1.1

3  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 1.6

4  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 3.9

5  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 3.9

6  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 3.21

7  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 2.6

8  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 3.11
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4.6 The revenues from unarranged overdrafts are disproportionately paid by poorer, more 
vulnerable consumers. There has been almost no justification for the price differentials put 
forward by the firms (predominantly major banks) charging different amounts for arranged or 
unarranged overdrafts:

 • On average firms make over 10 times more in revenue from unarranged lending for each pound 
lent than for arranged overdraft lending.9

 • In 2017, firms made an estimated £2.4bn in revenue from overdrafts. Around 30% of this was 
from unarranged overdrafts.10

 • Unarranged overdrafts represented 26% of total overdraft income between 2014 and 2017.11

 • Arranged overdrafts generated 25p per £1 (average overdraft £250)12

 • Unarranged overdrafts generated £2.50 per £1 (average £50)13

 • We have not seen evidence to justify the significantly higher prices.14

4.7 The FCA concludes there is no need to ban unarranged overdrafts, nor set daily fees or cap 
interest rates. We believe that the FCA conclusions of allowing both arranged and unarranged 
overdrafts to continue, with parity on pricing regardless of the type of overdraft used, are 
reasonable, insofar as these meet the declared aim of protecting the most vulnerable consumers 
who were paying unjustifiably high prices, fees and charges to access cash via unarranged 
overdrafts.  

4.8 We agree that the result of price parity with a single interest rate for both types of 
overdraft, and no tiered pricing, should have a net positive effect on the fees paid by the 
most vulnerable. It will lead to an uplift in the pricing of arranged overdrafts (as firms seek to 
recover the margin lost from their excessive revenue gains from unarranged overdrafts to date) from 
the current 25p per £1.00 yield. We have some concerns, albeit these are noted by the FCA, which 
will necessitate close monitoring of the repricing of overdrafts. The loss of a significant revenue 
stream for firms, identified in the report as circa 30% of £2.4bn, much of which is derived from a 
yield 10x higher than arranged overdraft charges will result in repricing. Parity for both overdraft 
types will result in better off customers paying more, (prices will rise) and poorer customers will pay 
less (for unarranged overdrafts) but both sets of customers may as a result pay excessively. 

4.9 Repricing of all overdrafts ought, in our view, to remain within the orbit of the 25p yield per 
£1.00 identified for arranged overdrafts. 

9  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 3.17

10 FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018)  2.3

11 FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018)  2.3

12  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 2.5

13 FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018)  2.5

14 FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018)  3.17
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4.10  The FCA recognises that parity on pricing for both types of overdrafts will 
disproportionately reduce costs for poorer consumers. 

 • the fact that people in more deprived areas are more likely to incur unarranged overdraft 
charges and refused payment fees than those in less deprived areas, and they are more likely to 
incur large amounts of these charges.15

 • Simplifying charges will reduce charges incurred by the most vulnerable16

4.11 We ask the FCA to be vigilant on firms taking actions that recover lost revenues in other 
ways. We remain wary that the mix of firms repricing approved overdrafts upwards; and the onus 
being on them to contact vulnerable customers who display worrying financial behaviours, will not 
go far enough to resolve issues for lowest income borrowers. 

4.12 Past behaviour by (many of) the same firms means we are unconvinced that they see their 
duty of care in the same way as the FCA intend. Many firms poor behaviour toward vulnerable 
customers was highlighted in the FCA’s persistent credit card debt report (PS18/4). We expect firms 
will be reluctant participants in identifying where there is actual or potential harm to customers. 
As the FCA’s CEO said before PS18/4 report was released “Persistent debt can be very expensive - 
costing customers on average around £2.50 [in interest and charges] for every £1 repaid - and can 
obscure underlying financial problems. Because these customers remain profitable, firms have few 
incentives to intervene.” 

4.13 We urge the FCA to be very clear on their expectations of the new ceiling that will assuredly 
follow from the remedy it is proposing. There is a reluctance to impose a cap for fear of clustering 
around an upper limit, we note that the potential for fees and charges to be in excess of 100% 
(the HCSTC cap, and the proposed RTO cap) remains. The FCA report that such excessive pricing is 
unlikely to happen, but it doesn’t seem unreasonable to offer a parameter that firms should follow. 

4.14 The FCA notes low levels of awareness among consumers of the true costs of overdrafts.  
Potential remedies include better notifications and alerts for consumers, comparison charts 
within paperwork, and ensuring overdraft advances are identified as debt and not included within 
“available funds”. They also identify that a majority of unarranged overdraft customers could find 
alternative credit that would be at a better price point than their overdraft. 

 • not all consumers are likely to be influenced by information remedies. Our analysis has shown 
that alerts mainly reduce overdraft charges for occasional users, i.e. people who can rectify a 
mistaken use of overdraft17

 • we find that over 20% of unarranged overdrafts could be avoided using either cash or savings, 
and half of all unarranged overdrafts could be avoided using cash, savings or the limit available  
 
 

15  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 3.22

16  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 4.9

17  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 2.13
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in existing credit cards or arranged overdraft lines with the same provider. This shows that 
consumers often use overdrafts even though cheaper alternatives are available to them18

4.15 We note that the FCA propose a single interest fee which will trigger a requirement to 
display a representative APR along with the presentation of the amount in pounds and 
pence through an illustration. We generally believe that APRs are not a good way of expressing 
short term borrowing, and while the FCA evidence asserts that consumers marginally prefer the 
proposed route19 rather than a £ per day proposition this appears an issue worthy of ongoing 
monitoring and research – for example by piloting both methods for a period of time and reviewing 
the results.

4.16 It is concerning that a majority of unapproved overdraft users had better alternatives that 
they were often unaware of. We are concerned about the credit choices for these consumers, 
identified as the most vulnerable, and encourage support for the expansion of at scale, financially 
sustainable, affordable social lending alternatives. 

4.17 We take the view that the lack of awareness of fair credit alternatives, for low income 
households needs prioritising. The not-for-profit lenders lack the resources to market the 
alternatives that many people utilising overdrafts could access. 

4.18 Fairer credit alternatives exist throughout the UK. We support the FCA’s attempts to highlight 
alternative, affordable credit from such providers. Fair, social lenders like Moneyline UK, Street UK, 
Fair for You, Conduit Scotland, Scotcash and others whose reported demographics are similar to the 
vulnerable borrower identified as using unarranged overdrafts, need support for their infrastructure, 
loan capital, marketing and systems.

4.19 The wider promotion of fairer alternatives ought to be concomitant with the pressing down 
on unfair practices. Demand for credit remains significant and only by expanding the fair social 
lenders will the full benefits of eradicating unfair practices be properly realised.  

4.20 With a request that firms are closely monitored in enacting the actions proposed we 
welcome the FCA proposals. 

18  FCA High-Cost Credit Review: Overdrafts consultation paper and policy statement CP18/42 (Dec. 2018) 3.26

19  Page 11, Technical Annex 74% agree that “interest rate shown with £&p examples” was “easy” compared to 69% that said “£ per day” was “easy”. 
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Responses:

Q1:  Do you agree with our proposal to align the charges for arranged and unarranged overdrafts? Yes

Q2:  Do you agree with our analysis that our rules on alignment should not allow firms to charge more 
for unarranged overdraft use (no uplift)? If you disagree with our analysis, please provide evidence 
outlining the additional costs an uplift is required to cover and the level of uplift required. Yes

Q3:  Do you agree with our proposal that charges for unarranged overdrafts should be unenforceable if 
their level exceeds the level of arranged charges? Yes

Q4:  Do you agree that firms should be required to charge for overdraft by a single interest rate? Yes

Q5:  Do you agree that we should require firms to disclose the representative APR in advertising where 
the representative example or representative APR is triggered? Yes, but we think this should be 
piloted alongside a ‘£ per week’ cost

Q6:  Do you agree with our proposed guidance to help firms to calculate APR consistently? Yes

Q7:  Do you agree that in addition to existing rules in CONC regarding the disclosure and prominence of 
the representative example and representative APR, we should require firms to include the title ‘how 
does our overdraft compare’ and explain that representative APR can help consumers compare the 
overdraft? Yes

Q8:    Do you agree that firms should report to the FCA information about their representative APR and 
that we should publish this information? Yes

Q9:    Do you agree that it would be helpful for firms to give consumers a clear example showing what an 
overdraft might cost in pounds and pence if they borrowed money for a period of a day, a week, a 
month or a year? Yes

Q10:  Do you agree with our proposals for guidance for recovering costs via refused payment fees? If 
you disagree, please set out which costs should be excluded and why, and which costs should be 
included and why. Yes

Q11:  Do you agree with our proposed application of the rules? Yes

Q12:  Do you agree that firms should be given 6 months to comply with the proposed rules? Yes

Q13:  Do you have comments, observations or evidence on whether overdrafts provided to micro-business 
customers or products marketed to consumers as having the same function as an overdraft should 
be subject to similar rules to those proposed in this CP? NA

Q14:    Do you agree with our final proposals for addressing the harm from repeat use of overdrafts? Yes

Q15: Do you agree with the changes proposed in this chapter? (Chapter 8) Yes

Q16:    Do you agree with our cost-benefit analysis? Yes 8.


